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2021: A REVIEW

Article by Johannes Frank

2021 was a banger of a year for the crypto space. BTC halving sparked a

rally the year before and the coin was screaming higher through January only

to lose more than half of its value from almost 65.000$ mid-April to a low of

around 29.000$ four weeks later. In 2021 the world invested 30 billion USD

into this decade old technology that is now totaling a market cap of almost 3

trillion USD.

But when looking back, price action seems just a tiny fraction of all the events

that kept traders and builders on their toes during this year. Take a look at

the most important events of the crypto-space in 2021.
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NFTs are digital tokens on the blockchain that represent something unique.

NFTs have significance as they are able to prove the authenticity of digital or

physical goods. Most importantly, NFTs cannot be changed or replicated,

which proved to be a significant feature for the art market.

While one of the earliest forms of art on the blockchain are the cryptopunks

launched by LarvaLabs in 2017 – the 2021 NFT mania has been kicked off

by the Cinderella story of Beeple.

The graphic designer and animator has been pushed into the top three of the

most expensive living artists by the sale of his work “Everydays – the first

5000 days”. The piece has been auctioned by Christie’s as an NFT for

42.329,453 Ether in February21 which represented a value of 69 million US

– Dollars.

While the NFT market is consolidating right now, there is still a lot to be

expected from this segment going forward.

Non-Fungible 

Tokens:

The NFT Craze
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Right at the beginning of 2021 a theme emerged that would last 
through the entire year: Non fungible tokens or NFTs.
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Tesla buys 1.5 

billion US – Dollars’ 

worth of Bitcoin. 

After a public back and forth twitter conversation between Elon Musk, CEO of

Tesla and Michael Sailor, CEO of Microstrategy, Tesla announced in a filing

with the SEC that it bought Bitcoin for 1.5 billion USD and plans to accept

payments in Bitcoin in exchange for its products.

While Michael Sailor is already known as a Bitcoin maximalist who converted

his company’s balance sheet entirely to BTC, Microstrategy nowadays isn’t

much more than a giant Bitcoin fund in disguise. Tesla on the other hand is

one of the key drivers at the forefront of 21st century technology and the BTC

purchase kind of a go signal for other companies to follow suit and put at

least some of their liquid assets into crypto.

Coinbase: Although the company has been in the limelight due to all kinds of

bad news such as hacked accounts, awful client service, employee inequality

accusations and shaky trading infrastructure, it’s still the biggest most

recognized crypto exchange in the US and the first few crypto exchange

that successfully pulled off an IPO.

For the crypto market it was THE date to focus on, similar to the introduction

of Bitcoin futures by the Chicago Mercantile Exchange in 2017. The listing

was seen as a consent of regulators to work with crypto in the legal field.

THE IPO
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Chinese Mining Crackdown

Another huge event that completely changed the landscape of the crypto industry

was the ban on cryptocurrency mining in China.

While government authorities already banned financial institutions and payment

providers from providing services in May ‘21, the mining crackdown was the

biggest blow to the industry so far. With the majority of mining operations located

in China, the ban started a huge exodus and relocation of an entire industry. BTC

dropped almost 10% but regained most of these losses thereafter.

What’s been more significant was the drop in hashrate by more than half in July

and it wasn’t before December until the old highs of 180 terahashes per second

were regained. China is betting big on the digital Yuan, a central bank currency

that is built on a digital ledger but isn’t a cryptocurrency since it’s fully centralized.

El Salvador

In September ’21, the government of El Salvador sent shockwaves around the

world when it announced that they now accept Bitcoin as their national

currency.

With a highly controversial move to install the libertarian ideologies of Bitcoin,

President Nayib Bukele also introduced a Bitcoin Bond aimed to finance the

‘Bitcoin City’, a rather tax-free zone for everything related to crypto. Also, Bitcoin

is going to be mined with energy from a geothermal powerplant that is built on

the volcano Conchagua. An investment of 100.000$ USD into these bonds

grants residency by investment status and dividends are paid in addition to 6.5%

annual yield.

For a country that is close to default and boasts an average annual income of

not even 4000$ this is an insanely risky move which could pay off in a massive

way if everything is orchestrated correctly. The country was immediately

downgraded by traditional rating agencies yet received a lot of attention and

interest from the growing crypto community. Depending on the state of the crypto

market in general, chances are high that all tranches will be sold.
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Emergence of Bitcoin ETFs 

To end the year with a bang, the crypto market welcomed the first US –

listed Bitcoin ETF. The Bitcoin Strategy ETF (BITO) based on bitcoin

futures from the Chicago Mercantile Exchange experienced such a

massive inflow from institutions that it had to file an application with the

CME to remove restrictions on the futures position limits. With one billion

US – Dollar in trading volume on the first day, it was the second most

successful ETF launch in history just a tad behind Blackrock’s Carbon

Transition Readiness ETF.

A physically backed ETF is yet to be accepted by the SEC but this is just a

matter of time.
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2022: An Outlook

We did not even address all the regulatory changes of 2021, yet it’s a given

that there will happen a lot in this field in 2022.

A market that is rather niche right now but should see a lot of growth in the

future is the trading of undercollateralized derivatives in DeFi Protocols.

Rather uninteresting for the mainstream and retail clients, these risk

management tools are a vital backbone to a functioning credit market in the

crypto space.
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This promotional communication is for advertising and information purposes only. It does not

constitute a public offer. The information provided does not constitute an investment

recommendation or an invitation to buy or sell securities and cannot replace professional

investment advice. Any investment in financial instruments, and in particular shares, is associated

with risks that may lead to a total loss of the capital invested. This promotional communication is

not adapted to personal circumstances and needs. Any decision to subscribe, buy or sell a

particular security should be made on the basis of adequate, unbiased information (e.g., investor

information or prospectus9 and, if necessary, with the assistance of a professional investment

advisor. CM-Equity does not provide such investment advice.

CM-Equity could not verify the assumptions underlying the information and forecasts provided, as

these are not known. In particular, CM-Equity does not guarantee that the stated revenues,

earnings or other projections will occur or that the stated objectives will be achieved. Insofar as

the information contains forward-looking statements, in particular with regard to the price

development of markets or securities, these are considered forecasts whose occurrence is not

known. The performance numbers represent the realized returns in the past. A past performance

is not a reliable indicator for future.

The Institute may receive a commission in connection with investment brokerage. Commissions

and other benefits are disclosed to investors. CM-Equity may receive a consulting fee from

companies. CM-Equity and its related persons or entities may hold shares of publicly traded

companies or buy and sell positions on a day-to-day basis, creating a potential conflict of interest.

CM-Equity has taken certain precautions to reduce such conflict. In this regard, a detailed

operating procedure for such transactions has been issued. Nevertheless, a conflict between

personal interests and the interests of the investors cannot be excluded.

CM-Equity does not assume any liability for the correctness and completeness of external links or

statements of third parties. Liability claims against CM-Equity regarding material or immaterial

losses caused by the use or non-use of any information provided, including any kind of

information which is incomplete or incorrect, will therefore be rejected unless caused by intent or

gross negligence on the part of CM-Equity. We reserve the right to make changes.

For more information:

Address: Kaufingerstraße 20 | 80331 | Munich | Germany

Website: www.cm-equity.de

Tel: +49 89 18904740 | Fax: +49 89 189047499 | Email: info @ cm-equity.de

Social media: 

LinkedIn | Facebook | Twitter | YouTube | Instagram

Imprint | Data protection notice
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